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SIDE
SHIFTER

Call 800-821-7563 
for details and pricing

Side shifters provide additional maneuverability when positioning  
the loads in awkward spaces. Our ITA Side Shifter increases  
productivity while remaining efficient by reducing time and labor costs. 
By minimizing any loss at the load center due to the weight of the  
attachment, the forklift can maintain its available capacity while  
increasing operator efficiency. Many of the attachment’s most wear-prone 
components are replaceable which significantly increases the lifespan.

PART # CLASS SIZE WEIGHT

SS - 37 - 2 II 37 in 130 lb

SS - 40 - 2 II 40 in 136 lb

SS - 43- 2 II 43 in 143 lb

SS - 40- 2 III 40 in 172 lb

SS - 43- 2 III 43 in 180 lb

SS - 49 - 2 III 49 in 196 lb

SPREADER BEAMS

FORK SPREADER

Arrow’s Forklift Spreader Beam is a quick and easy solution for safely lifting 
long or unbalanced loads. Our Spreader Beams are available in both fixed-
length or adjustable styles, and offer multiple attachment styles. Made-to-
order custom sizes are also available. 

Arrow’s Fork Spreaders provide wide load capability to your existing fork device, 
and come in a variety of designs and custom sizes. Select from fixed and adjustable 
carriage mount types and full-length fork pockets or “stirrup” type entry points. 

STANDARD & CUSTOM  
SIZES AVAILABLE 

AMHP-SS-SSTS-19-06-154
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TRAILER SPOTTER
& LIFT BARS

Trailer Spotters make it easy to tow or maneuver trailers and are available  
in multiple variations. Standard-Duty Trailer Spotters are great for general  
purpose towing and maneuvering. Heavy-Duty Trailer Spotters are great  
for larger trailers and are available in both standard and narrow widths for 
tighter turning. Spotters can also be outfitted with a swivel hook and clevis 
for use as a mini boom.

Towing Made Easy and Safe
Tow and maneuver trailers with just your forks. The Arrow Trailer 
Spotter is the ideal alternative to drilling holes in your forks, 
ensuring safe and OSHA-compliant towing.

Flexible Variations
Multiple variations are available for different 
load capacities and tighter spaces.

Make It a Boom
Outfit select spotters with an optional swivel  
hook and clevis for use as a mini boom.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SPOTTER SIZE ACCEPTS FORK SIZE

WIDTH LENGTH WEIGHT WIDTH THICKNESS

1000151N Narrow Width 16.5 in 40 in 220 lb 6 in 2.25 in

1000293N Narrow Width 22.5 in 48 in 252 lb 9 in 3.25 in

1000762-SWVL Lifting Bar 28 in 36 in 150 lb 6 in 2.25 in

1000114 Standard Duty 22 in 44 in 90 lb 6 in 2.5 in

1000151 Wide Width 36 in 40 in 220 lb 6 in 2.25 in

1000293 Extended Reach 36 in 60 in 320 lb 9 in 3.25 in

1001417-SWVL Lifting Bar w/ Receiver

1000151-5WH RV 5th Wheel

1000293-5WH OTR 5th Wheel

CALL TODAY TO DESIGN YOUR CUSTOM FORKS


